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Presbyterian Ladies College, Sydney 

Presbyterian Ladies College (PLC) Sydney have
been working hard towards the 2020 Schoolgirl
Head of River.  The program at PLC has gone
through many changes this season including a
new Head Coach, Felix Dieu, and developing new
training methods. Captain of Boats, Phoebe
Englert, spoke with us about the rowing program
and their performance for the season thus far. 

This can prove quite restricting, not allowing PLC to have a competitive 8+, however this
gives each rower the opportunity for coaches to invest more attention into individuals
whilst also developing and allocating goals to crews, squads and girls. By doing this,
everyone is able to strive towards specific tasks allowing individuals to enhance their
performance, benefiting their crew also. The rowing community at PLC unite as one as
they strive to improve as a whole squad, achieving delegated targets every session.
Therefore the reasoning behind what makes PLC such a unique rowing squad,

What makes PLC Rowing unique? 
PLC Sydney’s rowing squad is quite small in comparison to other schools however as a
collective we certainly have great determination to perform at our best through unity.
Due to an increase in workload and the many responsibilities of year 12 students, our
program has limited senior rowers as many have decided to focus on their final studies.
Therefore this means that the  

senior squad is a small group of fierce girls. 

we're small but mighty!



What has PLC Sydney been doing in training to prepare for the 2020 Head of the River?  
Over the season PLC Sydney rowing has been
introduced to a completely new program with the
assistance of new additions to the coaching staff who
offer a multitude of highly regarded qualifications and
previous success. The increase in volume has allowed
our squad to further enhance our performance by 

The PLC Senior 2nd quad have drastically improved throughout this season as they have been
constantly able to move the boat faster by gaining speed, further benefiting their racing
performance. Throughout the season this particular crew has worked together collectively to further
their ability to

What crew should we watch out for at the 2020 Head of the River? 

accomplish personal best times and develop their stamina and strength as a crew.

The junior squad train twice a week on the
water and the senior's train three mornings
on the water. In addition to these sessions,
each year group squad complete two
sessions on a Saturday depending on the
regatta calendar. We have been focusing on
getting as much distance per stroke by
perfecting our technique and gaining our
strength in the gym training. The water
sessions have been designed to engage our
muscles and fitness whilst maintaining this
through bursts of high intensity workloads.

training more efficiently and initially 
mastering the basics of our 

rowing and technique.
Our program currently involves a gym program twice
a week whilst also completing ergs consistently on
these days based upon targets that are created and
updated weekly. 

Describe PLC Sydney's rowing program in three words... Distance per stroke



 

Newington College
On the schoolboy side of the 2020 Head of the River, Newington College led by Head
Coach Karl Schmidt, have been persisting through the season in order to achieve
victory this season. Captain of Boats, Shannon Lowe-Griffiths shed light on Newington
College's Rowing Program and how their squad is preparing for the big day.

Relentless, Challenging, Memorable
~ Captain of Boats, Shannon Lowe-Griffiths

What does it mean to be part of  Newington rowing? 

Being a part of Newington rowing is
an enjoyable and memorable
experience for all the boys, and really
does feel like a family. As challenging
as the early morning rows can get,
being involved in something 

with all your mates behind you
is such a motivating and

incredible feeling.



What's the goal for Newington this season?
Something that is in the back of all the rower’s heads is going
out on the 21st March and putting our best races together on
the day. I would say that this goal would be a foundation to all
the other goals involved in the process. Perfectly executing the
stroke with power, length, rhythm and rate, 

Whats Newington's journey been like this far leading into 2020 Head of the River? 
The 2020 season for all the boys involved in the program was filled with heaps of new opportunities. We
have gone through a lot of changes together which

all correlating together for 240 strokes is a goal that all
our crews aim to achieve leading into HOTR this year.

has made all of us stronger as a team.
Exciting progress has been made throughout the season on the race course and in training, but I think
it’s the boys growing determination and grit that really embeds the 2020 rowing journey.




